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  Treatise of Accompaniment to "El Cante" Alegrías David Leiva. 

 
25.00 €
29.32 USD

Treatise of Accompaniment to "El Cante" Alegrías David Leiva. All reveals the secrets of the great master accompanist of
flamenco, it also contains the vocals (a cappella, without guitar accompaniment) of the greatest flamenco masters.Aimed
and new guitarist and professionals it offers the opportunity to analyse and interpret falsetas, remates, different
acompaniment tricks,different rasgueos, and chords depending on the chosen guitarist and his era.The whole luxury for
guitarist and flamenco singers, thanks to an exhaustive work of postproduction on ancient recordings,has obtained a clean
sound of sing, without mixture of guitar so that the guitarist will be able to practise the different stylesof accompaniment
with the big Teachers of Sing, and the flamenco singers will be able to listen to the clean voices of the Classic ones of Sing
beside practising sing with the different styles of accompaniment of the Big Teachers of the Flamenco Guitar.
The masters included in this treatise are:
Cantaores: Naranjito de Triana, Antonio Mairena, Aurelio Sellés, Bernarda de Utrera y Enrique Morente.Guitarists: the style of
Niño Ricardo, Melchor de Marchena, Diego del Gastor, Sabicas, Manolo Sanlúcar, Paco de Lucía, Enrique del Melchor y
Tomatito.Every style it appears of six different forms:
• Sings and guitar with percussion: The complete version• Sings and guitar• Sings and percussion: to be able to
accompany• Guitar with percussion: to sing• Only guitar : to sing wit the guitar or to listen the shades of the guitar.•
Percussion: to sing and to accompany
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Content of DVD"Alegrías":CANTIÑAS(Un torito de plaza)(voice Antonio Mairena, guitar Niño Ricardo style)ALEGRÍAS(Eres
barquito sin quilla)(voice Naranjito de Triana, guitar contemporary style, David Leiva)MIRABRÁS(La Verdulera)(voice Enrique
Morente, guitar Tomatito style)CANTIÑAS DE CÁDIZ(Que le domine un querer)(voice Aurelio Sellés, guitar Paco de Lucía and
Manolo Sanlúcar style)CANTIÑAS DE PININI(Al toque de la oración)(voice Bernarda de Utrera, guitar Diego del Gastor style)
3 languages: Spanish, English and Japanese .Compatible DVDs compatibles for all countries of the world (PAL y NTSC)

Palos:
Alegrias - Cantiñas - Cantiñas de Cadiz - Mirabras 

Artists
Antonio Mairena - Bernarda de Utrera - Naranjito de Triana - Enrique Morente 


